Terminology

(Q) Is there a plan for prices in punch-out catalogs to be included in the future (when searching from the top)?
(A) Currently there is no plan to host the punch-out catalog prices in BearBuy, but it is on the tale for a potential SciQuest enhancement in the future.

(Q) Do I need to request any additional role if I want to be a Cart Authorizer?
(A) No. In order to be Cart Authorizer, you must have logged into BearBuy at least once.

(Q) What’s the difference between Ship To Address vs Final Destination?
(A) A Ship To Address is the address that is sent to the supplier. When the supplier is delivering items, they will deliver to the ship to address (which is also visible on the PO they receive).

A Final Destination code is an address only associated to UC Berkeley. Final destination code are used when departments have a central receiving location. The ship to address is the central receiving facility. When the packages are received, the department central receiver looks the PO up in BearBuy and looks for the final destination code. The final destination code is then the office/room number of where shopper needs the items. Final destination codes are never sent to the supplier and are NOT reflected anywhere on the PO.

20/30 Webinar Series

(Q) Where will this presentation be posted?
(A) The presentation, recording and all FAQ’s will be posted on the BearBuy webpage 20/30 Webinar Training Series section. That URL is http://supplychain.berkeley.edu/bearbuy/20-30-webinar-series

You can also access the webinar video directly from our YouTube Channel.